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Abstract—Existing high-performance computing (HPC) in-
terconnection architectures are based on high-radix switches,
which limits the injection/local performance and introduces
latency/energy/cost overhead. The new wafer-scale packaging
and high-speed wireline technologies provide high-density, low-
latency, and high-bandwidth connectivity, thus promising to
support direct-connected high-radix interconnection architecture.

In this paper, we propose a wafer-based interconnection
architecture called Switch-Less-Dragonfly-on-Wafers. By utilizing
distributed high-bandwidth networks-on-chip-on-wafer, costly
high-radix switches of the Dragonfly topology are eliminated
while increasing the injection/local throughput and maintaining
the global throughput. Based on the proposed architecture, we
also introduce baseline and improved deadlock-free minimal/non-
minimal routing algorithms with only one additional virtual chan-
nel. Extensive evaluations show that the Switch-Less-Dragonfly-
on-Wafers outperforms the traditional switch-based Dragonfly in
both cost and performance. Similar approaches can be applied
to other switch-based direct topologies, thus promising to power
future large-scale supercomputers.

Index Terms—Wafer-scale integration, HPC interconnection
network, Dragonfly, networks-on-chip, routing algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mainstream high-performance computing (HPC) intercon-
nection architectures are based on switches/routers. High-radix
IO modules and switches enable very low-diameter network
topologies, e.g., 2 switch-to-switch hops for Slim Fly [1] and
PolarFly [2], 3 hops for Dragonfly [3], and 4 hops for three-
stage Fat-Tree [4]. However, high-radix switches are limited
in the port number and bandwidth per link. 400G/800G is the
maximum bandwidth provided by current Ethernet or Infini-
Band adapters/switches [5–7]. The limited physical channels
connecting endpoints to the switch significantly constrain the
local performance (injection bandwidth), which is critical for
some workloads such as AI [8]. Besides, high-radix switches
are expensive and introduce additional latency and energy
overhead [10? –12]. On the other hand, modern computing
chips by themselves can provide abundant IO and switching
bandwidth no weaker than a regular switching chip [13–
15], thus introducing the motivation to fully utilize the local
bandwidth of computing chips [8].

In recent years, a new advanced packaging technology
called wafer-scale-integration promises to densely integrate
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tens of chips and provide ultra-high on/off-wafer band-
width [16, 17]. For example, a tile of DOJO achieves 10TB/s
on-wafer bisection bandwidth and 36 TB/s off-wafer aggregate
bandwidth [18], which is far beyond any existing switch.
Therefore, if the chips can be directly interconnected with
high-bandwidth and low-latency, it not only improves the
network performance but also promises to avoid using costly
high-radix switches. However, scaling wafer-scale systems
out for large-scale supercomputers still faces many chal-
lenges. 1) Existing wafer-based systems, including Waferscale
Processor [19], Wafer-Scale GPU [20], Wafer-Scale Engine
(WSE) [21–23], and DOJO [18, 24–26], are based on the
2D-mesh topology, which is not scalable due to the large
diameter. 2) The off-wafer bandwidth has a significant gap
with the on-wafer bandwidth, which places higher demands on
the hierarchy and configurability. 3) Besides, interconnecting
2D-mesh-on-wafer by high-radix topologies introduces serious
routing problems. The on-chip and off-chip routing must be
designed and evaluated jointly rather than separately.

Motivated by these, we propose a new interconnection
architecture called Switch-less Dragonfly on Wafers. By uti-
lizing distributed high-bandwidth networks-on-chip-on-wafer,
we build a scalable wafer-based Dragonfly network with-
out high-radix switches. The critical issues, including scal-
ability, throughput, diameter, latency, energy, and cost, are
quantitatively analyzed and discussed. We also give a sim-
ple minimal/non-minimal routing algorithm and a method
to reduce the virtual-channel number. Extensive evaluations,
including physical layout and cycle-accurate simulations on
various workloads, are conducted based on the architecture.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

• We propose a switch-less method to build the Dragonfly
topology. Costly high-radix switches are eliminated while
improving injection/local throughput and maintaining
global throughput.

• The wafer-based interconnection architecture is a whole
new frontier. We scale out existing 2D-mesh-on-wafer to
large-scale high-radix network-of-wafers, achieving much
better scalability than any existing wafer-based network.

• We introduce a simple baseline minimal/non-minimal
routing algorithm, and novel labeling and interconnection
methods are used to reduce the VC number. Only one
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additional virtual channel against traditional Dragonfly is
required to achieve deadlock-free routing in the switch-
less Dragonfly.

• Similar approaches can be applied to other switch-based
direct topologies, including but not limited to Slim
Fly [1], PolarFly [2], and HyperX [27].

II. BACKGROUND & MOTIVATION

A. Wafer-Scale Integration

RDL / Interposer
(Interconnections)

Silicon Chips

Support Plate
（Power & Connector）

Thermal Module Thermal Module

Chip 1 Chip 2

Power Supply

I/O I/O

Fig. 1. Profile of the InFO-SoW integration technology. Connectors and power
modules are solder-joined to the InFO wafer [17].

1) Technology Introduction: The traditional chip is imple-
mented on a monolithic die, whose area is limited by the
lithographic reticle (e.g. 26mm × 33mm for ASML lithog-
raphy [28, 29]). Advanced packaging technologies integrate
multiple chiplets within a package thus breaking through the
“Area Wall”. As shown in Fig. 1, by using Integrated-Fan-
Out-System-on-Wafer (InFO-SoW) technology [16, 17], tens of
known-good chiplets, as well as power and thermal modules,
are integrated into a whole wafer (diameter 300mm). Com-
pared with the traditional system, the wafer-scale integration
eliminates using substrates and PCBs while achieving higher
integration/interconnection density and energy efficiency.

2) Wafer-based interconnection: In the past few years,
many fantastic wafer-scale systems have emerged. The Tesla
DOJO integrates 25 D1 dies with an area of 645 mm2 [15], re-
sulting in a total silicon area exceeding 16,000 mm2 [26]. The
WSE-2 designed by Cerebras uses field stitching and achieves
850,000 cores (2.6 trillion transistors) on a wafer [23]. All
existing systems adopt 2D-mesh as the on-wafer topology
because it is implementation-friendly and scheduling-friendly.
However, planar topologies are insufficient to scale out. For
example, the DOJO supercomputer scales out the system by
a larger 2D-mesh of wafers, resulting in a large diameter of
up to 30 wafer-to-wafer hops [18]. To reduce the diameter,
a centralized switch is used to connect all the edges of the
enormous 2D-mesh, which leads to limited scalability and a
fault-tolerance problem [24].

B. HPC Network Fabric

Almost all current HPC network architectures are based
on switches. However, high-radix switches are very costly. A
switch with 10× the bisection bandwidth often costs about
100× more [? ]. An InfiniBand switch with 64 400G ports
is priced over $40,000 [7]. The latency and power consump-
tion of high-performance switches cannot be ignored either.
The port-to-port latency of an InfiniBand switch is up to

200ns [30], and the power consumption of the switch can
be up to 1.7 KW [7]. Meanwhile, the single physical link
limits the injection bandwidth and local bandwidth between
two terminals. For example, two servers are connected to
a 64-port 400G switch, whose total switching bandwidth is
25.6Tb/s, but the communication bandwidth between the two
servers is only 400Gb/s.

TABLE I
EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION AND SWITCHING CAPABILITY

OF SEVERAL DATACENTER CHIPS

Category Switching Chip Computing Chip

Specification NVSwitch
[31]

Tofino2
[32]

Rosetta
[33]

H100
[14, 34]

EPYC
[35, 36]

DOJO D1
[15]

Physical Lanes 128 256 256 36 128 576
Data-rate (Gbps) 100 50 50 100 32 112

Throughput (Tb/s) 12.8 12.8 12.8 3.6 4 63

In recent years, with advances in high-speed wireline and
packaging technologies, computing chips have become more
powerful in NoC and IO throughput. As shown in TABLE I,
the NVIDIA H100 chip has 36 lanes of 100G link (3.6Tb/s IO
bandwidth in total) [31, 34], and the Tesla DOJO D1 chip has
576 lanes of 112G-SerDes (63Tb/s IO bandwidth in total)[15].
The total external bandwidth and NoC throughput of current
high-end computing chips are already at the same level as
mainstream switching chips and even exceed some high-end
switches. Therefore, many interconnection networks, including
TofuD[37], TPU [38], Wormhole [13], and DOJO [26], are
using local interfaces and on-chip networks to scale out
through direct (but low-radix) topologies. The injection/local
bandwidth of these networks can be much higher than the
limited bandwidth through a switch.

C. State-of-the-Art Interconnection Networks
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Fig. 2. The Dragonfly-based Slingshot topology. Switches are fully connected
within groups, and groups are also all-to-all connected.

1) Dragonfly: Three supercomputers of Top5, Frontier (#1),
Aurora (#2), and LUMI (#5), all adopt the Slingshot intercon-
nect [39]. As shown in Fig. 2, the Dragonfly is the default
topology for Slingshot [3, 33]. Several switches are fully
connected between each other, forming a group, and multiple
groups are also all-to-all connected.

2) Diameter 2 Topologies: Slim Fly [1] and PolarFly [2]
are two topologies towards Moore bound. PolarFly leverages
silicon-photonic co-package [6, 40] to achieve more than 96%
of the theoretical peak with cost-effectiveness, which is a good
example of innovating interconnection architecture through
new technologies.
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Fig. 3. Hierarchical architecture of the wafer-based switch-less Dragonfly. (a) A chiplet has an on-chip network and several short-reach low-latency interfaces
used for interconnection. (b) Several chiplets are connected by a planar topology (2D-mesh as the default), forming a C-group. The remaining short-reach
interfaces at the edges of the C-group are converted to long-reach interfaces for upper-level high-radix interconnection. (c)(d) Each wafer consists of several
C-groups, and several wafers form a W-group. All C-groups in a W-group are fully-connected. (e) All the w-groups in the system are also fully-connected,
just as the Dragonfly topology.

3) HammingMesh: People have noted that the local band-
width of existing switch-based networks is under-provisioned
while current high-end chips have abundant IO and switching
capability [8], which is also the major motivation of this paper.
Using local 2D-mesh networks and a global Fat-Tree, the
HammingMesh provides high local bandwidth at a low cost
with high scheduling flexibility.

III. ARCHITECTURE

The following symbols are used in the description:
n the number of interfaces (IO ports) of a chiplet
m the scale of the 2D-mesh of chiplets in a C-group
k the number of external interfaces of a C-group
a the number of C-groups in a wafer
b the number of wafers in a W-group
h the number of global ports of a C-group used to

connect to other W-groups
g the number of W-groups in the system
N the total number of terminals/endpoints/chiplets

A. Topology Description

As shown in Fig. 3, the wafer-based switch-less Dragonfly
architecture consists of 5 physical levels: chiplet, C-group,
wafer, w-group, and system. Compared with the traditional
switch-based Dragonfly [3], the chiplet is equivalent to the
terminal (processor), the C-group is equivalent to the Drag-
onfly switch (router), and the W-group is equivalent to the
Dragonfly router group.

1) Chiplet: As shown in Fig. 3(a), the chiplet is the smallest
component of the system. Each chiplet has an on-chip network
and n interconnection interfaces. The total IO ports, including
memory and other peripherals, can be much more, but we
focus only on the interconnection interfaces. These physical
links are originally short-reach (e.g., UCIe [41] or XSR
SerDes [42]) but have low latency and power consumption.

2) C-Group: Chiplets are clustered into a chiplet-group by
an on-wafer planar network as shown in Fig. 3(b). We adopt
2D-mesh as the default topology in the C-group because it

is shortly-connected and implementation-friendly. A C-group
consists of m × m chiplets. If each chiplet has n/4 ports at
each edge, then a C-group has a total of k = nm peripheral
external ports. A C-group is equivalent to a switch in the
traditional Dragonfly topology, with switching functionality
realized through on-chip and intra-C-group interconnections.
All the k short-reach (SR) external interfaces of the C-
group are converted to long-reach (LR) interfaces (e.g., LR
SerDes [42] and optic [40]) through conversion modules to
support the high-radix connectivity of the upper level.

3) Wafer & W-Group: As shown in Fig. 3(c)(d), each wafer
consists of a C-groups, and each W-group consists of b wafers.
All ab C-groups in a W-group are fully connected: each C-
group connects to every other a − 1 C-groups on the same
wafer and every other a(b− 1) C-groups on the other wafers.
It is feasible for a = 1, then a whole wafer is a C-group, and
there is no on-wafer all-to-all interconnection. When a > 1,
due to the wiring distance limitation, the logical on-wafer
all-to-all connections are implemented off-wafer physically,
which is further illustrated in Sec. III-E. The W-group is
equivalent to the group with ab switches in the traditional
Dragonfly topology. Due to the ultra-high density of wafer-
scale integration, one cabinet can hold an entire group that
occupies a dozen cabinets in the traditional datacenter.

4) System: The entire system has g W-groups. As shown in
Fig. 3(e), all W-groups are also fully connected: each connects
to the other g − 1 W-group by at least one link. Subtracting
ab − 1 interfaces used for local intra-W-group connections,
the maximum number of global ports of a C-group is h =
k − ab + 1, and the total number of W-groups in the system
is g = abh+ 1.

B. Analysis

1) Scalability: The total number of terminals (chiplets) in
the wafer-based switch-less Dragonfly network described in
Sec. III-A is:

N = abm2 × g = abm2[ab(mn− ab+ 1) + 1]. (1)
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Using a very small configuration (a, b,m, n) = (2, 4, 2, 6),
the total chiplet number can reach 1K. The scale of the
traditional Dragonfly network is bounded by the switch radix.
However, in the switch-less Dragonfly, the functionality of the
switch is realized by the network-of-chiplet in the C-group;
therefore, the network scale can be very huge. Nevertheless,
the scalability of the switch-less Dragonfly is constrained by
two main factors:

• The physical scale of the wafer. The maximum number
of terminals (chiplets) that can be integrated within a
C-group is limited by the area of the wafer (diameter
300mm). With current technologies, a wafer can fit more
than 64 server chips [43], which is a considerable scale.

• The performance of the chiplet network within the
C-group. Forwarding through the network is not as
straightforward as forwarding through a non-blocking
switch. Therefore, as the scale increases, the intra-C-
group network may become the bottleneck due to the
competition of the intra/inter-C/W-group traffic. Related
issues are further discussed in the following subsections.

2) Throughput: If the bandwidth of all physical links is
1 flit/cycle, the global saturation throughput (injection rate)
Tglobal of the switch-less Dragonfly can be estimated by the
bisection bandwidth BC and the topology [44]:

Tglobal <
2BC

N
=

(g/2)2 × 2× 2

N

=
(mn− ab+ 1)

m2
[flits/cycle/chip].

(2)

For the traditional Dragonfly, the global-local ratio h/t ≈ 1/2
maintains load-balance because each packet traverses one
global and two local channels [3]. In the switch-less Dragonfly,
the global-local ratio can also be adjusted to about 1/2
when ab ≈ (2/3)k = (2/3)mn, m2 ≈ (1/2)ab. In this
case, the theoretical global throughput limit in Equation (2)
reaches 1 flit/cycle/chip, the same as the traditional Dragonfly.
Therefore, a reasonable configuration to achieve both globally
load-balance and high-throughput is:{

n = 3m,

ab = 2m2,
(3)

As for local throughput, the injection rate in the switch-based
Dragonfly is bounded by the single physical link between
the chip and the switch (1 flit/cycle/chip). In the switch-less
Dragonfly, chiplets in the C-group are connected through a
network with multiple physical links, thus can achieve higher
local throughput. The local intra-W-group saturation injection
rate Tlocal can be estimated as Equation (4):

Tlocal <
(ab/2)2 × 2× 2

abm2
=

ab

m2
= 2 [flits/cycle/chip], (4)

twice as much as the throughput of the switch-based Dragonfly
with the configuration of Equation (3). Since 2D-mesh is
adopted in the C-group, the theoretical intra-C-group satura-
tion throughput Tcg can be estimated as Equation (5):

Tcg <
(nm/4)× 2× 2

m2
=

n

m
= 3 [flits/cycle/chip], (5)

which is also much better than the traditional switch-based
Dragonfly. Therefore, the wafer-based switch-less Dragonfly
can achieve higher injection/local throughput than the tra-
ditional switch-based Dragonfly. However, bottlenecks can
still exist due to the competition for the intra-C-group
bandwidth and the imbalance of traffic distribution. The
total full-duplex bisection bandwidth Bcg of the 2D-mesh-in-
C-group is

Bcg =
nm

2
=

k

2
[flits/cycle], (6)

which is half of the k-port non-blocking switch (k flits/cycle).
As a result, the inter-C-group traffic will compete with the
intra-C-group traffic for the bandwidth provided by 2D-mesh.
Therefore, to prevent the intra-C-group network from becom-
ing the bottleneck under extreme traffic, a larger intra-C-
group link bandwidth or higher-bandwidth topology, such as
HexaMesh [45], is required. Higher intra-C-group bandwidth
is easy and affordable to achieve by wafer-level integration.
For example, the UCIe die-to-die interface can provide 1317
GB/s/mm die edge density (947 GB/s/mm2 area density) on
the wafer [41], much larger than traditional off-chip links.

3) Diameter: The diameter of the Dragonfly network con-
sists of one global hop and two local hops. Therefore, in the
worst case, a packet in the switch-less Dragonfly goes through
four C-groups: source C-group, destination C-group, and two
intermediate C-groups. Each 2D-mesh-based C-groups has a
diameter of 2(m − 1) chiplet-to-chiplet hops. At the same
time, each inter-C-group hop requires two additional SR-LR
conversion hops. Therefore, the diameter (only off-chip hops
are counted) of the wafer-based switch-less Dragonfly can be
described as Equation (7):

D = Hg + 2Hl︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dragonfly hops

+(8m− 2)Hsr︸ ︷︷ ︸
intra-C-group hops

, (7)

where Hg is a global hop, Hl is a local hop, Hsr is an on-wafer
short-reach hop or a SR-LR hop. For comparison, the diameter
of the traditional switch-based Dragonfly is Hg +2Hl+2H∗

l ,
where H∗

l is a hop from the terminal (processor) to the switch,
whose typical cost is similar to a local hop. The rough cost
of these hops is compared in TABLE II.

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF HOP COST [30, 33, 42, 46–51]

Hg Hl Hsr Hon-chip
Physical Medium Optical Cable Copper Cable RDL Metal Layer

Latency (ns) 150 + ToF 150 + ToF ∼ 5 ∼ 1

Energy (pj/bit) 20+ 20+ ∼ 2 ∼ 0.1

Ignoring protocol layers and considering only the physical
layer, the latency of a short-reach hop generally comes from
the PHY (e.g. UCIe and XSR SerDes [42]). When the trans-
mission distance exceeds 100mm, forward error correction
(FEC) must be introduced, significantly increasing the latency
by tens of nanoseconds [46]. Above 10m, electro-optical (E-
O) conversion is necessary, and time-of-flight (ToF) in fiber
can no longer be ignored. For instance, the latency of a 10m
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF KEY SPECIFICATIONS BETWEEN THE SWITCH-LESS DRAGONFLY AND OTHER TOPOLOGIES

Interconnection Network Chip-radix SW-radix # Switch # Cabinet # Processor Cable Number / Length Tlocal Tglobal Diameter
2D-Mesh & Switch (DOJO) 8 60 1 2 450 / 1.6 0.53 2H∗

l + 18Hsr

Three-Stage Fat-Tree 1

64

5120 608 65536 N = 197K 1 1

2Hg + 2Hl + 2H∗
lThree-Stage Fat-Tree 4 20480 896 65536 N = 786K 4 4

Three-Stage F-T (3:1 Taper) 4 14336 960 98304 N = 655K 4 4/3

1-Plane Hx4Mesh 4
64

5120 352
65536

N = 197K 2 1/2
2Hg + 2Hl + 2H∗

l + 4Hsr4-Plane Hx4Mesh 16 20480 640 N = 786K 8 2

Co-Packaged PolarFly (p=32) 1 64 4033 504 129056 N = 129K 1 1 2Hg + 2Hsr

Dragonfly (Slingshot) 1 64 17440 2180 279040 N=698K /L=154K·E 1(1) 1 Hg + 2Hl + 2H∗
l

Switch-less Dragonfly 12 / 0 545 279040 N=419K /L=72K·E 3(2) 1 Hg + 2Hl + 30Hsr

(a)

Router

N N N N...

R
N

N

N

(b) (c)

𝑷𝑷𝑮𝑮

𝑷𝑷𝑳𝑳

Fig. 4. Bottleneck of the switch-less Dragonfly in collective communication.
(a) Ring AllReduce algorithm; (b) 2D algorithm for AllReduce within the 2D-
mesh-based C-group; (c) Local/global link underutilization due to injection
bandwidth limit.

optical link can easily be up to 200ns, which is approximately
40× higher than the on-wafer short-reach link. Besides the
latency, the energy cost of long-distance hops is also much
larger than the on-wafer hops. In the traditional Dragonfly,
each packet must traverse these two local hops; however, in
the switch-less Dragonfly, the number of short-reach hops is
always high.

4) Collective Communication: The throughput analysis in
Sec. III-B2 is based on the assumption that the traffic is
uniformly distributed across the bisection links. Under real
workloads, the bottleneck of the switch can be more visible. As
shown in Fig. 4, if the ring-based AllReduce algorithm is per-
formed on a switch-based topology, the maximum bandwidth
of the ring is 1 flit/chip/cycle, and the latency of N nodes is
O(N). On the 2D-mesh, as shown in Fig. 4(b), 2D algorithms
can be performed to reduce the latency to O(

√
N) [52, 53].

Besides, bidirectional pipelined rings can also be used to
further reduce the latency [8]. For inter-router communication,
the injection bandwidth can also become the bottleneck. As
shown in Fig. 4(c), in a typical Dragonfly, terminals take
up only a quarter of the switch ports (bandwidth). As a
result, it is hard for a collective algorithm to fully utilize all
the bandwidth, especially for small-scale jobs or hierarchical
algorithms [54]. For the 2D-mesh-based C-group, the injection
bandwidth is adequate thus the total off-C-group bandwidth
can be fully utilized.

C. Comparison by Case Study

We compare the specifications of several typical HPC
interconnection networks under specific configurations in TA-
BLE III. All links are assumed to have the same bandwidth
(normalized as 1), and Tlocal is the theoretical throughput
of a subset of processors (e.g, a group of the Dragonfly

and a Hx4Mesh board of HammingMesh). All the topologies
attempt to fully utilize the 64-port switch. We use a switch-
less Dragonfly of the same scale as the Slingshot shown in
Fig. 2 for comparison [33]. The configuration of the switch-
less Dragonfly is as follows:

• n = 12,m = 4, Every chiplet has 3 external ports at each
edge, and chiplets form the C-group by a 4×4 2D-mesh.

• a = 4, b = 8, Each wafer has 4 C-groups (64 chiplets),
and eight wafers form a W-group (512 chiplets).

• Each W-group has a total of 544 off-W-group ports, so
there are up to g = 545 W-groups and a total of N =
279040 chiplets.

1) Bandwidth Trade-off: The injection bandwidth can be-
come the bottleneck for most existing switch-based topologies,
including Fat-Tree, Dragonfly, and PolarFly. However, it is not
easy to simply increase injection/ejection channels because
available terminal ports are limited by the switch radix and
network scale. Doubling the ports of a traditional endpoint
results in doubling the requirement for the network build-
ing blocks. If we are willing to sacrifice the diameter and
scalability, mesh/torus or DOJO-like topologies can provide
adequate bandwidth for a small-scale system (hundreds of
chips). Or, if we are willing to sacrifice the global throughput,
the tapered Fat-Tree is a potential choice. Alternatively, the
HammingMesh enables flexible configurations for different
scales, diameters, bandwidth, and costs; however, it is still con-
strained by the Fat-Tree backbone. The switch-less Dragonfly
on wafer provides another approach to directly build high-
radix networks without switches. The intra-C-group and intra-
W-group local throughput reaches 3 and 2 flits/cycle/chip,
respectively, which is much higher than the traditional switch-
based networks. With high-bandwidth on-wafer interconnects,
the throughput can be even higher; at the same time, the
global throughput is maintained. In summary, we achieve high
injection/local/global bandwidth, low diameter, low cost, and
high scalability, simultaneously.

2) PolarFly: The co-packaged PolarFly achieves the lowest
diameter with integrated high-radix optical IO modules (OMs).
PolarFly [2] does not discuss the in-package network in detail
though it is critical for the overall performance. If there are
multiple processors and OMs in each package, besides all
external IO ports, additional processor-to-OM and OM-OM
ports inside the package are required. These intra-package
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hops are regarded as short-reach hops, equivalent to on-wafer
hops. With current technologies, it is hard to integrate 32 high-
performance processors and multiple centralized high-radix IO
modules in a single package. However, with a wafer-scale
integration and a similar switch-less approach, the switch-less
PolarFly on wafer promises to provide a more scalable and
cost-effective solution.

3) Cost: The switch-less Dragonfly avoids using costly
high-radix switches, thus significantly reducing the overall
cost, including switches themselves and related power/cooling
infrastructure. With wafer-scale integration, substrates and
PCBs are also eliminated while providing affordable high-
bandwidth interconnects. 1mm2 silicon-on-wafer (< 1$) pro-
vides more than 800 GB/s [41] on-wafer bandwidth, much
cheaper than the traditional inter-rack IOs and cables. Be-
sides, wafer-scale integration also increases the density, thus
reducing the physical size of the entire system. According
to [55], one cabinet can host 64 blades, each consisting of
2 nodes; therefore, assuming 8 switches are at the top-of-
rack (ToR), the Slingshot system requires 2180 cabinets in
total. Besides, we also assume 32 core switches (except the
ToR switch) can be placed in a cabinet for Fat-Tree-based
networks. Short-reach 2D-mesh-on-PCB and co-package can
increase the density, thus each cabinet is supposed to host 16
Hx4Mesh boards or 8 PolarFly co-packages (twice chips per
cabinet). Conservative estimation suggests that the density of
a single cabinet can increase by at least 4× through wafer-
scale integration [18, 22, 56]. As a result, the wafer-based
switch-less Dragonfly only requires 545 cabinets (8 wafers per
cabinet) to hold a system as large as the maximum Slingshot.
If the Slingshot is flatly laid out in the datacenter at scale
E × E, the total cable length of inter-cabinet links can be
estimated by cabinet-to-cabinet distance at 154K · E. For
comparison, the local cable of switch-less Dragonfly is very
short (intra-cabinet), and the total cable length is only 72K ·E,
less than half of the switch-based Dragonfly. Besides, all the
terminal adapters and cables are also eliminated. In summary,
the benefits of wafer-level integration and switch-less are all-
encompassing, saving numerous datacenter building blocks.

D. Architecture Variations

1) Small-Scale Networks: HPC systems are not always very
large. A single-chiplet C-group with only 12 external ports can
be used to build a system of up to 333 chips (nodes). In this
case, short-reach interfaces and conversion modules are not
necessary. Besides, the inter-W-group interconnection can be
eliminated; that is to say, the system is a single fully-connected
W-group, whose diameter is only Hl + (4m− 2)Hsr.

2) Topology Variations: For many domain-specific work-
loads such as AI-training, the requirement for networks can
be various [8]. Therefore, the topology is supposed to be
adjustable. First, the parameters (a, b,m, n) of the switch-less
Dragonfly can be changed to achieve unbalanced local/global
bandwidth. Second, the topology of the intra-C-group network
can be changed to HexaMesh [45] or other topologies. Third,
C-groups within the W-group can be connected by a flatter
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Fig. 5. Wafer-level long-distance connectivity. All the edge IOs of each
C-group are fanned out, and the long-distance wafer-level logical links are
connected off-wafer physically.

topology (e.g. 2D-flattened-butterfly), which consumes fewer
local ports and is easier to lay out. Besides, other state-of-
the-art topologies including but not limited to Slim Fly [1],
PolarFly [2], and HyperX [27], can also be built by integrating
endpoints under a switch through a planar topology on the
wafer.

E. Wafer-Level Long-Distance Interconnection

As discussed above, when higher-radix topologies are used
intra-C-group, or when there is more than one C-group on each
wafer, wafer-level long-distance interconnections are required.
However, due to the limitations of manufacturing, traditional
technologies, such as field stitching [22, 57], only allow short-
distance wiring within a lithographic reticle. The advanced
mask stitching technologies [29, 58, 59] allows cross-reticle re-
distribution layer (RDL), and the reliability/quality of the wires
across the stitching boundary is fine (negligible resistance
contribution). However, though the stitched RDL promises
to allow long-distance (> 100 mm) wiring, the high-speed
electrical signals may not be able to travel that far. Therefore,
other technologies such as on-wafer repeaters [60? , 61] are
necessary.

Nevertheless, the switch-less Dragonfly is still practical
without any physical on-wafer long-distance wires. because
the inter-C-group interconnections do not require high-density
on-wafer wiring. For a wafer with 9 C-groups (smaller C-
groups do not require wafer-scale integration), there are only
36 inter-C-group wafer-level channels, which can be imple-
mented off-wafer by standard packaging and interconnections.
As shown in Fig. 5, each C-group is manufactured as a
single unit with high-density short-reach on-wafer wiring, but
all edge IOs, no matter whether for on-wafer or off-wafer
interconnection, are fanned out to off-wafer electrical/optical
connectors [62–64]. Then, the long-distance wafer-level logi-
cal links are connected off-wafer physically by backplane or
cables. For the system discussed in Sec. III-C, the total number
of IO channels for a wafer is 192, and a practical layout of
the C-group is presented in Fig. 9.

IV. INTERCONNECTION AND ROUTING DESIGN

Routing is one of the core problems of interconnection net-
works. In traditional switch-based Dragonfly, the minimal path
is unique, and all ports of a switch are equivalent and directly
connected; thus, the routing is simple. Kim et al. achieved
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deadlock-free minimal routing by two virtual channels (VCs)
and non-minimal routing by three VCs [3]. However, in the
switch-less Dragonfly, the switching functionality is realized
by the distributed networks-on-chiplet; therefore, the ports of a
C-group are non-equivalent, and channel dependencies among
on-chip and off-chip networks can lead to potential deadlocks.
Therefore, it is essential to illustrate the routing design of the
entire network. In this section, we first introduce a simple
baseline routing algorithm, and then present methods to reduce
the number of virtual channels. Besides, the impact of intra-
C-group networks is also discussed.
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Fig. 6. Intra/inter-C/W-group interconnection. (a) Each in-C-group node has a
unique label; k ports used for interconnection are also labeled. (b) C-groups
are connected into multiple W-groups by local ports; The remaining ports
are led out and re-labeled for global interconnection. (c) W-groups are fully
connected.

A. Baseline Virtual-Channel-based Routing

The interconnection is shown in Fig. 6. In brief, the network
is built in two steps: 1) Label the port and fully connect C-
groups into multiple W-groups. 2) Relabel the remaining ports
and fully connect all W-groups into a Dragonfly.

As shown in Algorithm 1, the minimal routing algorithm
in the switch-less Dragonfly from the source node ns of
the source C-group Cs of the source W-group Ws to the
destination node nd of the destination C-group Cd of the
destination W-group Wd is accomplished in seven steps: three

Algorithm 1 MINIMAL ROUTING IN SW-LESS DRAGONFLY

Input: Source: (Ws, Cs, ns),
Destination: (Wd, Cd, nd);

RWC(ni, nj): Routing within C-group from node ni to nj ;
Step 1: RWC(ns, na). na ∈ Cs is the node that has the
local channel to Cb, which has the global channel to Wd.
Step 2: Traverse the local channel from na to nb0 ∈ Cb.
Step 3: RWC(nb0, nb1). nb1 ∈ Cb is the node that has the
global channel to Cc ∈ Wd.
Step 4: Traverse the global channel from nb1 to nc0 ∈ Cc.
Step 5: RWC(nc0, nc1). nc1 ∈ Cc is the node that has the
local channel to Cd ∈ Wd.
Step 6: Traverse the local channel from nc1 to nd0 ∈ Cd.
Step 7: RWC(nd0, nd).

inter-C-group routing steps and four intra-C-group routing
steps. The non-minimal routing is similar to the minimal
routing but with two additional inter-C-group steps and two
additional intra-C-group steps at an intermediate W-group.
Deadlock-free routing within 2D-mesh-based C-group can
simply follow existing algorithms (e.g., dimension-order and
negative-first routing). Virtual channels (VCs) are used to
avoid cross-C-group deadlocks in the switch-less Dragonfly.
There are four kinds of situations for a minimal-routed packet
in the C-group: source C-group Cs, intermediate C-group Cb,
Cc, and destination C-group Cd. Therefore, we can simply use
four VCs to avoid any cross-C-group deadlock by increasing
the VC at each C-group. Similarly, six VCs can be used for
deadlock-free non-minimal routing.

B. VC Number Reduction

When the VC number is limited, we also present methods to
reduce the VC number. The basic idea is to achieve up*/down*
deadlock-free routing [65] in a larger subnetwork beyond a C-
group. If there is a valid up-first path for any source-destination
pair within a W-group, the two VCs of the two C-groups
can be merged into one VC. The up*/down* routing relies
on proper labeling and interconnection. Definition 1 gives the
type of all channels and ports. A feasible labeling method is
stated in Property 1, which makes all ports consistently ordered
and higher than the cores. The corresponding interconnection
method is stated in Property 2, which organizes the different
types of ports consistently from low to high: local ports to
lower C-groups, global ports, and local ports to higher C-
groups.

Definition 1. A physical or virtual channel from node
(wi, ci, ni) to node (wj , cj , nj) is up if:

• wi < wj , or
• wi = wj , ci < cj , or
• wi = wj , ci = cj , ni < nj ;

otherwise, the channel is down. A port Ps of a C-group or
W-group is up if the channel from Ps to Pd is up; otherwise,
the port is down.

Property 1. For the intra-C-group network,
c1. ∀ port-core pair (p, n), ∃ a down-only path from p to n

(i.e. an up-only path from n to p).
c2. ∀ port-port pair with label (i, j), i < j, ∃ an up-only path

from i to j (i.e. a down-only path from j to i), and

Property 2. As shown in Fig. 6(b), ∀ global port of the C-
group, all down local ports are at lower position, and all up
local ports are at higher position.

As a result, any packet at the destination W-group has a
valid up-first path to the destination: 1) If the packet is at the
core, it can reach the local port through an up-only path by
Property 1(c1); and no matter the next local inter-C-group
hop is up or down, it can then reach the destination core
through a down-only path. 2) As shown in Fig. 7, if the packet
reaches the port node through a global channel, according to
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Property 2 and Property 1(c2), there is a down-only or up-
only path to the local port of the destination C-group; and
then, according to Property 1(c1), there is a down-only path
to the destination core. Therefore, one VC can be reduced for
minimal/non-minimal routing at the destination W-group.

Similarly, any packet that reaches the intermediate W-
group by non-minimal routing has a consistent path from the
entering global port to the leaving global port: According to
Property 2, if the leaving C-group is higher than the entering
C-group, the path is up-only; otherwise, the path is down-
only. As shown in Fig. 7, if we only allow non-minimal
routing to a lower W-group from which there exists an up-
only path to the destination W-group, then the routing among
the intermediate and destination W-group can be merged with
unified up*/down* routing. If allowing non-minimal routing
to other W-groups, one more VC is still required for the
intermediate W-group.

In summary, the minimal routing requires three VCs: VC-
0 and VC-1 for the source and intermediate C-groups of the
source W-group, and VC-2 for the destination W-group. No
more VC is required if only misrouting to a valid lower W-
group; otherwise, one more VC-3 is required at the interme-
diate W-group.

C. Intra-C-group Networks

As stated in Property 1, two conditions for the intra-C-group
network are required for up*/down* routing. Various intra-C-
group network architectures can meet the conditions by trading
off performance and complexity.

The IO-router-based NoCs shown in Fig. 8(a) are adopted
by many chips, including the EPYC [35, 36], TofuD [37],
H100 [34], and TPU [66]. The advantages of the IO-router-
based NoCs are the isolation of on/off-chip traffic and the
simplification of intra-C-group interconnection. However, the
IO router can become the bottleneck, and the chip-to-chip
bandwidth does not scale with the chip scale. Fig. 8(a) shows
a valid intra-C-group interconnection and labeling method for
IO-router-based chiplets by four physical channels.

The mesh-based NoCs can provide a more scalable injection
bandwidth. Many recent multi-chip systems, including the
Sapphire Rapids [67], Wormhole [13], and DOJO [26], adopt
such an architecture. Fig. 8(b) shows a labeling method
consistent with the on-chip routing, and Fig. 8(c) shows
another novel polar-system-based labeling method. Both two
labeling methods meet the condition in Property 1 but are
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Fig. 8. Network-in-C-group architectures and the labeling. (a) IO-router-
based: all interconnection ports are connected to one on-chip router; (b)(c)
Mesh-based: interconnection ports are distributed at the edge of the NoC.

different in design detail. For example, router-less rings can
be implemented on the polar-system-labeled NoCs to reduce
the complexity and detour [68, 69]. A potential issue is the
asymmetry of any such labeling method; however, since our
labeling is software-based (the physical 2D-mesh is symmet-
ric), it is possible to change the labeling method or mapping
policy for different applications. More details are beyond the
scope of this paper.

V. EVALUATION & DISCUSSION

UCIeX64: 55um-pitch, 5um-linespace

~800𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢

~800𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢

Chiplet (~ 12𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 × 12𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢)

SR-LR conversion module 
(~ 2𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 × 3𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢)

Off-Wafer I/O
Bonding pad / connector / socket 

Pitch > 0.3𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢
(e.g., optical module)

~60𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢

Fig. 9. Layout of PHYs, chiplets, and IO connectors of a C-group.

A. Methodology

1) Layout: To evaluate the feasibility of the implemen-
tation, we try to place and route a C-group on the wafer.
The bump pitch and line space are assumed to be 55um
and 5um on the wafer [16]. As shown in Fig. 9, the layout
includes placement of PHYs, chiplets, and IO connectors.
Assuming the C-group consists of 16 chiplets, each chiplet
has 6 physical channels at each edge. In our layout, 128 lanes
of UCIe (two 64× PHY [41]) are adopted at each on-wafer
channel, achieving 4096 Gb/s/port intra-C-group short-reach
bandwidth. 8 lanes of 112G SerDes (differential signal) are
adopted at each off-C-group channel, achieving 896 Gb/s/port
long-reach bandwidth [42, 47]. As a result, a C-group of
60mm× 60mm size leads out 1536 pairs of differential ports
(∼ 5500 IOs including the power and ground) in total. The
total bisection and aggregation bandwidth of the on-wafer C-
group is 12TB/s and 20.9TB/s, much larger than the highest-
end switches. The layout also suggests that it is feasible
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(b) Intra-C-group: Bit-reverse
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(d) Local: Bit-reverse
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(e) Local: Bit-shuffle
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Fig. 10. (a-b) Intra-C-group (intra-switch) and (c-f) local (intra-Dragonfly-group) performance under different traffic patterns.

to achieve multiples of bandwidth on-wafer with advanced
packaging and interface technologies.

TABLE IV
DEFAULT PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
Packet Length 4 flits
Input Buffer Size 32 flits
Base Link Bandwidth 1 flit/cycle
Short-Reach Link Delay 1 cycle
Long-Reach Link Delay 8 cycles
Simulation Time 10000 cycles

after 5000 cycles warming up

2) Simulator: A cycle-accurate C++ simulator is used to
evaluate the performance. The simulator is validated against
BookSim [70] and the major difference is supporting hetero-
geneous link bandwidth and latency. The default parameters
used in simulations are shown in TABLE IV. We do not set the
long-reach link delay at the real value (hundreds of cycles),
otherwise, the switch-less Dragonfly will always have a much
lower latency due to the shorter diameter (3 v.s. 5 hops).

3) Workloads: The evaluations use three kinds of network
workloads: (a) Unicast traffic patterns. The uniform and
other permutation patterns [44], including bit-reverse, bit-
shuffle, and bit-transpose, are evaluated. (b) Adversarial
traffic patterns. We evaluate the hotspot traffic pattern, which
conducts communications within four of all W-groups, and the
worst-case (WC) traffic pattern, where each node in W-group
Wi sends traffic to a random node in W-group Wi+1 [3]. (c)
Collective traffic patterns. We also evaluate the ring-based
AllReduce traffic pattern, where each chip (process) i sends
the 1/N segment to chip (i+ 1) mod N or sends two 1/2N
segments to (i− 1) mod N and (i+ 1) mod N [8, 54].

4) Experiment Setup: The baseline is the standard switch-
based Dragonfly. A switch’s terminal, local, and global ports
are configured at 4:7:5 for radix-16 and 8:15:9 for radix-
32. As a result, the total (group, chip) numbers are (41,
1312) for radix-16 and (145, 18560) for radix-32. For the
switch-less Dragonfly, local and global ports are configured
as the same number but no terminal ports. All nodes in a
C-group of the switch-less Dragonfly are connected by a 2D-
mesh with low-latency on-wafer links. The links between C-
groups and W-groups are configured the same as the switch-
based Dragonfly. As discussed in Sec. III-B2, the 2D-mesh
with uniform link bandwidth has limited bisection bandwidth
compared with a non-blocking switch. Therefore, we also
evaluate the configuration of higher intra-C-group bandwidth
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Fig. 11. Global performance under the uniform and bit-reverse traffic patterns.

(labeled as “2B/4B” for 2×/4× intra-C-group bandwidth). It
is also important to note that all the switches are modeled
as single ideal high-radix routers; however, they are actually
also implemented by distributed networks-on-chip [33, 71].
The performance/energy overhead of the high-radix switches
is underestimated in this paper.

B. Performance

1) Local Throughput: Rather than connecting to the switch
by a single physical channel, the switch-less Dragonfly adopts
a 2D-mesh within the C-group. As a result, the theoretical
local throughput of the switch-less Dragonfly is more than
1 flit/cycle/chip. We evaluate the architecture by adopting a
2D-mesh of 2 × 2 chiplets with 2 × 2 on-chiplet network
in the C-group (4 × 4 on-chip routers in total). The C-group
has 12 external ports (7 for local and 5 for global, equivalent
to the radix-16 switch); therefore, each W-group has 8 fully-
connected C-groups (32 chips in total). As shown in Fig. 10(a),
the saturation injection rate intra-C-group under uniform and
bit-reverse traffic reaches 3.0 and 2.0 flits/cycle/chip, which is
over 3× more than connecting to a switch. As for the intra-
W-group throughput, although a traditional Dragonfly switch
has 2× local ports than the terminal ports, the injection rate
is still bounded by the single injection channel connecting
to the switch. As shown in Fig. 10(c-f), except for the bit-
shuffle pattern, the saturation injection rate intra-W-group can
be 1.2 − 2× larger. With double on-wafer bandwidth, the
performance can be even better. However, the performance is
not improved if the bottleneck is the inter-C-group links rather
than the intra-C-group links (e.g. bit-shuffle pattern shown in
Fig. 10(e)). In summary, the switch-less Dragonfly achieves
better local throughput without doubling the intra-C-group
bandwidth.

2) Global Throughput: We evaluate the global performance
of the same radix-16 network. The whole network has 1312
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Fig. 12. Performance scalability under the uniform traffic.

chips (5248 on-chip nodes) in total. As shown in Fig. 11(a),
if the intra-C-group link bandwidth is the same as the
local/global link bandwidth, the overall performance under
uniform traffic for the switch-less Dragonfly is slightly worse
than the switch-based Dragonfly due to the limited bisection
bandwidth of the 2D-mesh-in-C-group. If the intra-C-group
link bandwidth is doubled, the bottleneck on the bisection
bandwidth is eliminated; thus, the switch-less Dragonfly per-
forms much better than the traditional Dragonfly. For the bit-
reverse traffic pattern shown in Fig. 11(b), the result is similar.
For small-scale networks, the switch-less Dragonfly maintains
the global performance with uniform bandwidth and achieves
better performance with higher intra-C-group bandwidth.

3) Scalability: We also evaluate the scalability of the
switch-less Dragonfly by simulating large-scale networks. It is
important to note that the absolute value of the latency of the
switch-based Dragonfly is greatly underestimated for easier
comparison. We build a large-scale system of 18560 chips
(radix-32). As shown in Fig. 12(a), the local performance of
the large-scale switch-less Dragonfly is not as good as small-
scale networks without doubling intra-C-group bandwidth. As
shown in Fig. 12(b), the global performance of the uniform-
bandwidth switch-less Dragonfly is severely constrained by the
limited bisection bandwidth of the 2D-mesh-in-C-group. That
is intuitive and inevitable since we have eliminated thousands
of powerful switches with non-blocking switching capability.
Higher intra-C-group bandwidth is critical for removing the
bottlenecks for extreme global traffic. As shown in Fig. 12(b),
the global throughput can be maintained or even improved
after increasing the intra-C-group bandwidth. As we have
analyzed and validated in Section III-B2, III-C3, and V-A1,
it is feasible and affordable to achieve higher bandwidth on
the wafer; or from another perspective, off-wafer bandwidth
is reduced compared to the on-wafer bandwidth, just as the
DOJO [24].

4) Misrouting: The minimal routing on the Dragonfly
topology is insufficient for some unbalanced traffic; thus, non-
minimal routing is required. We evaluate the non-minimal
routing algorithm under the hotspot and worst-case traffic
patterns. As shown in Fig. 13, the performance by minimal
routing is poor because only 3/40 global links are used for
the hotspot traffic, and only 1/40 global links are used for the
worst-case traffic. Therefore, distributing traffic to more global
channels by non-minimal routing can reduce congestion. The
simulation results show that the saturation injection rate by
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Fig. 13. Performance of the minimal and non-minimal routing under the
hotspot and wost-case traffic patterns.
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Fig. 14. Performance of ring-based AllReduce algorithm within C-group and
W-group.

non-minimal routing is tens of times larger than the minimal
routing. As shown in Fig. 13(a), increasing the intra-C-group
bandwidth can significantly improve the performance of the
hotspot pattern because traffic congestion is also within the
C-group.

5) AllReduce Traffic: We also evaluated the AllReduce
traffic based on the unidirectional and bidirectional rings.
As shown in Fig. 14(a), the saturation injection rate of the
switch-based Dragonfly reaches 1 flit/cycle/chip for intra-C-
group AllReduce. The bidirectional ring does not improve the
performance but introduces congestion at the ejection port and
leads to higher latency. Meanwhile, since there are four injec-
tion/ejection ports per chip in the switch-less Dragonfly, the
saturation throughput can reach 2 and 4 flits/cycle/chip through
the unidirectional and bidirectional rings. If considering the
on-wafer bandwidth can be multiple times more, the expected
performance can be even higher. As shown in Fig. 14(b),
the performance of the intra-W-group AllReduce is bounded
by the inter-C-group links. Without bidirectional rings, both
the switch-based and switch-less Dragonfly reach the same
throughput (1 flit/cycle/chip). With bidirectional rings, the
switch-less Dragonfly can achieve a higher throughput of 1.3
flits/cycle/chip, but still lower than the theoretical value due to
the competition on the intra-C-group networks. By doubling
the intra-C-group bandwidth, the intra-C-group bandwidth
bottleneck is eliminated, thus the performance of inter-C-group
AllReduce can reach 2 flits/cycle/chip, twice that of the switch-
based Dragonfly.

C. Power Consumption

Since the switching functionality is achieved by the intra-
C-group network with numerous short-reach hops, it is not
clear how the power consumption is affected. Considering
modern switches have powerful software features, we evaluate
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Fig. 15. Average energy consumption per data transmission of minimal/non-
minimal routing for small-scale and large-scale Dragonfly.

the power consumption based on the energy per physical
channel rather than directly comparing the chip power. As
shown in TABLE II, the energy consumption of Hl/Hg , Hsr,
and Hon-chip is estimated at 20, 2, and 0.1 pj/bit, respectively.
For simplicity, we assume an intra-C-group hop takes 1pj/bit
on average. Uniform traffic is performed on topologies of
different scales, and the trace of each packet is collected. As
shown in Fig. 15, the average energy consumption per data
transmission is calculated based on the average hop count. For
the small-scale Dragonfly, the energy overhead on the 4×4 2D-
mesh-on-wafer is small compared with the energy reduction
from eliminating switches. For large-scale Dragonfly, since the
diameter of 2D-mesh-on-wafer is larger, the energy overhead
can be significant, especially for non-minimal routing. How-
ever, high-radix switches are also based on NoCs [33, 71],
which also introduce extra energy consumption. In conclusion,
eliminating switches can reduce the total energy consumption
for both small/large-scale networks and minimal/non-minimal
routing.

VI. SUMMARY

Wafer-scale integration provides high-density, low-latency,
and high-bandwidth connectivity among tens of chips, thus
promising to support direct high-radix networks without high-
radix switches. In this paper, we propose a scalable wafer-
based interconnection architecture for large-scale supercom-
puters. By utilizing distributed high-bandwidth networks-on-
chip-on-wafer, costly high-radix switches of the Dragonfly
topology are eliminated while increasing local throughput
and maintaining global throughput. We also introduce base-
line and improved deadlock-free minimal/non-minimal routing
algorithms with only one additional virtual channel against
traditional Dragonfly. Discussion and evaluations show that
the switch-less Dragonfly is implementable, cost-effective,
high-performance and scalable. The proposed wafer-based
switch-less approach can be applied to other switch-based
direct topologies and is promising to power future large-scale
supercomputers.
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